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GROWING OUT OF CHARGES MADE
against Ch~rlie. Chaplin. by a former protege, resultmg m Chaplm's acquittal was
the indictment of Charles H. Griffin
jud~e ?f the. city court of Beverly Hills:
Callf., m which Judge Griffin was accused. ~f vio~a~ing · certain laws against depriving citizens of their rights. Judge
J. F. T. O'Connor, before whom a hearing on the validity of the indictment was
held, held that Judge Griffin was not
a~swerable to criminal charges for judicial acts performed in his court.

*

*

*

.

IN A LONG OPINION JUDGE O'CONnor cited numerous cases, some of them
of English courts of several hundred
years ago, and o:e American court decisions following the English precedents,
all to the effect that a judicial officer is
immune from prosecution for his offi.
cial acts even though there may have
been error in the performance of those
acts. The principle set forth in the decisions cited is that the interests of society
demand that the judge shall be free to
perform his duty without fear or favor,
anil that to permit prosecution for rulings which may or may not be erroneous
would subject every judicial officer to the
hazard of prosecution at the hands of
litigants who considered themselves
wronged;

*

*

*

*

*

*

OF SOME LOCAL INTEREST APART
from the merits of this particular case is
the fact that among the decisions cited
by Judge O'Connor was one made by
Judge L. E. Bridzell as a justice of the
North Dakota supreme court. Before entering upon· his judicial career, Judge
Birdzell was a low professor at the University of North Dakota. In 1916 he was
elected a justice of the North Dakota
supreme court, and he was re-elected.
Under the Roosevelt administration
"Jefty" O'Connor, then practicing law in
California, was invited to Washington to
become comptroller of the treasury. As
an agency of that department the Federal Deposit Insurance corporation was
created. For the important position of
counsel of that agency O'Cobnor recommended his old friend Birdzell, who resigned his judicial. position in North Dakota to accept the appointment. ,vhen I
last heard about him he held an important federal position in California, I have
forgotten just what. I can imagine something of the 'pleasure that it would give
Judge O'Connor to cite a decision made
years ago by his old friend and comrade,
Judge Birdzell, of North Dakota.

IN A SPEECH MADE IN THE HOUSE
of. representatives in 181.2 Henry Clay

said:

·
"If you wish t.o avoid foreign collision
you h~d better abandon the ocean."
A bill .wa_s before congress providing
for certam mcreases in the navy. Some
members opposed it on the ground that if
we had m.ore ships at sea ,ve should be
more likely to get into a fight. Clay answe~ed as quoted. There were isolationists m those days, too.

*

*

*

.

ADDRESS BEFORE THE
L10ns club the other day, E. F. Flynn, of
t~~ Great Northern general offices, men·
tI~n~d among other things the fact that
millions of pounds of magnesium are being taken every day from the waters of
the ocean. A little while ago we depended
altogethe:r ~n mines for the relatively
small quantity ~f magnesium · that was
use~. B?t we need more magnesium, lots
of 1t, m our war work, and research
workers, of most of whom we have never ,
heard, have shown how to recover unlim.IN

HIS

ited quantities of that precious metal
from the inexhaustible waters of the
ocean.

*

*

*

SOONER OR LATER EVERYTHING
in the world goes down · to the sea. Often
we speak of the loss of elements needed
in our industries or in our domestic life,
or of the exhaustion of supplies of those
essentials. Many of ,those things are with·
drawn from us for the immediate pres. ent, but nothing is really lost. It is only
moved to a different place, and,. per-·
haps, given a different form. The trickling .rivulet and the sweeping flood, each
carries toward the ocean its burden of
solids taken from the fields, · the mines
and the rocks. Rain washes from the air
particl_es of dust, each charged with
some form of _energy, and little by little
the elements contained in those particles
find their way to the ocean. The ocean is
a vast treasure house containing vast
quantities of every substance that man
can use. Some of its treasures are now
being recovered and used. Others can be
recovered,. but only at a cost which is at
present prohibitive. Some day ways will
be found to reduce that cost. We can
think of the .time, doubtless a long way
off, when the land reservoirs of many
necessary things will be exhausted. -But
we may also look forward to the time
when science will have learned ways to
recov':r from the sea. economically ~nd
effectively, all of those things that the
human race can need.
I

By W. P. Davies
:AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OF ·THE
Franklin club last we~k the table decorations included flowers set in lamp chim:
neys, each lamp and chimney together
serving as a vase. The lamp itself contained water for the flowers 'instead of
kerosene. The combination was quite effective, and in addition to serving the
decorative purpose for ·which they were .
- used, the lamps prompted reminiscences
of earlier days when the kerosene lamp
provided light for most of the homes in
the country. Cleaning smoky lamp chimneys, trimming the wicks and filling
the lamps so as to have them ready for
service next evening were among the
morning .chores of the housewife or of the
daughters of t11e household.

That envelopes for letters did not come
into use until 1839.
That the potato, a vegetable indigenous
to the Americas, first reached New Eng..
land around 1720 by way of Peru, Spain
and Ireland. Irishmen brought it to New
Hampshire.
That lawyers, even up to the e·n d .of
the eighteenth century, were considered
social pariahs.
That even the best people ate peas with
their knives up to the beginning of the
eighteenth century. To keep the peas from
rolling off, the inexpert trencherman
would smear his knife with honey. Silver
forks were used by the rich only on very
important occasions.
·

* * *

THAT IT WAS CONSIDERED DE- ·
meaning in the middle of the seventeenth
century to admit that you ate shad. Nevertheless, large numbers of shad . were
caught in New England rivers and eaten
seeretly.
That dolls were called Bartholomew's
babies or Flanders babies until well along
in the eighteenth centµry. ·
That farming in the seventeenth century was· no further along than it had
been · ,in the seventh. Even in the nineteen th century there was a prejudice
against iron p1ows: farmers thought iron
poisoned the soil. The emancipation of the
farmer came all of a sudden; Professor
McGuffey, author of the famous school
readers, had a· theory that the invention
of the McCormick-or the Husseymechanical reaper kept the United States
from becoming a land of peasant farms,
on the order of Europe.

THERE WERE SOME MEMBERS
present, and those not · of . great age,
whose memory went back to a period earlier than the kerosene lamp, when the ,
tallow candle was a familiar household
illuminant. Of ·course kerosene lamps had
been in use for some .years, but reliance
was still placed on the faithful old candle
as a standby, and some of the Franklin
club members boasted of having made
tallow candles as part of the regular
household routine.

*

*

*
THE TALLOW USED
IN CANDLES
was obtained by melting the fat of cattle
or sheep, much as lard is rendered. In
my part of the country, mutton tallow
was much preferred. Beef tallow .is 'yellowish and soft, and candles made from
ft glitte·r ed badly. Mutton tallow is white
and firm and gives a much more satis·
factory light. Candles had to be snuffed
occasionally, and for that purpose snuf.
fers were used, although the job could be
done with the moistened fingers. An implement sometimes sold as a snuffer
nowadays is · cone shaped and has a short
handle. It isn't a snuffer at all, but an
extinguisher. Applied to the candle like a .
cap it smothers the light out. A snuf.fer
:resembles a pair of scissors with a receptacle for the charred wick on one
blade and ~n the· other a flat projection
to force the charred wick into the re~
ceptacle.

*

*

*

THERE HAS JUST BEEN PUBLISHed a · book entitled "The Way Our People
Lived~An Intimate American History,"
by W. E. Woodward, a book which I
haven't read, but I judge from a recent
review that it must contain a lot of in·
teresting 'matter about how people got
along without many of the conveniences
which we now think necessary. Listed
among the facts recorded in the book are
the following:

*

*

* *

*

*
THAT A GREAT OYSTER.
CRAZE
ran from 1810 to 1870. Oysters were eaten
all the year 'round; they were sent inland
as far as Cincinnati by the "oyster ex-'
press," a Ii ght vehicle loaded with live
oysters embedded in straw that was kept
moistened with salt water. In Cincinnati
oysters were placed in a tank of salt
water, fed on cornmeal, and thus kept
alive for months. There were oyster bars,
oyster cellars, oyster saloons all over the
landscape; in bars, men dipped oysters in
whisky. On the "Canal Street plan," a
customer would pay a York shilling, eat
as many oysters as his stomach would
hold.
That Philadelphia · was the first town
. to introduce public street lighting. The
year was 1752. In Boston and New York
. streets were lighted by lamps placed in
the windows of every seventh house.
That up to 1847 it was the recipient
who paid the postage on letters.

By W. P. Davies .
''ARCTIC MANUAL'' IS THe TITLE
of a book by Dr. Vilhjalmµr Stefansson,
famous Arctic explorer, which is described by the reviewer, Earl Parker Hanson,
himself · a geographer and explorer;· as
one of the best two books of their kind
yet published. The other is one issued
by the aviation training department, offic~ of the chief of naval operations, en·
titled' "How to Survive on Land or Sea."

.

* * *

DR. STEFANSSON'S BOOK IS IN
.part . a reprint of material prepared in
1935 at the request and expense of the
army air force. Then it was published
as a limited edition by the government
printing office. The supply Wf1S so soon
exhausted that many who needed just
such a work were not even aware of its
existence, but random reports on new
German army techniques semed to bear
out rumors that the enemy was making
use of it. The army has now given permission for publication of the present
commercial edition in which there are
numerous additions to the original text.

*

*

*

THE BOOK S.HOULD BE OF GREAT
value to those of our men who are called
to se·r ve in frigid latit11des, for the writer
describes out of his own~ abundant experience ways wherehy so-called civilized
man can live in health and reasonable
comfort in the most trying conditions o.f
climate and weather by adapting himself
to the requirements of his environment.
This the Eskimos have done for centuries.
Among other things there are described
the way to build a snow hut, successful
methods of hunting in the Arctic, and
food habits unknown to most of us, but
successful in the North. The Eskimos, it
:ls pointed out, maintain good health on
an exclusive diet of fat meats, without
the addition of starche~ or vegetables.

* *

*
AFTER BEING THOROUGHLY
dried out during the winter, the inhabitants of many sections south of us are
being flooded out by torrential rains. It
wasn't in the present flooded area,
though it might have been, that after a
long dry spell meettngs wer.e held and
prayers for rain were offered ·by the

country pl'.'eacher. Then it rained by the
bucketful, and it kept on raining until
everything was swamped. The preacher
again offered prayer. He said "Of course,
Lord, we needed rain~ but you know,
Lord, this is getting to be ridiculous."
For a while it looked as if those "occasional showers" predicted by the weather
man might get to be ridiculous. But at
least up to May 1 the conditions were
perfect. Rain held off until a good deal
of the grain
sown and rains came
just at the right time to give the young
plants a good start.

was
*

*

*

*

*

*

.*

*

*

COMMENTING ON THINGS WHICH
she had found different in the United
States, Mrs. John Curtin, wife of Australia's prime minister, said: "All the way
from San Francisco I saw white houses
with no verandas, no fences. How do you
keep your dogs in? In Australia we have
fences around all our properties."

AS TO KEEPING OUR DOGS IN, WE
don't. We just let them run. I suppose the
·Australians derived their fencing habit
from England, where the passion for privacy is deep rooted and strong. Probably
to one trained in the English habit our
practice of leaving the fronts of our
houses and our lawns open to the gaze
of the passer-by savors of indecent exposure. The Englishman's house is his
castle, and if he doesn't have it protected
by a stone wall and portcullis he -will at
least hµild a fence around it to. notify all
and sundry that it's his. To me the open
fronts of our residences are attractive,
but on the other hand, there is a certain
coziness about the closed-in lawn and
garden which is pleasant, when once you
get inside. That is true, also, of the Spanish patio, which is the usual thing in the
West Indies, and which is imitated to
some extent in California and Florida.
A LAWSUIT IS THREATENED IN
New York over the color of a front doorway on Fifth avenue. The doorway is
cream colored, whereas all the other doorways in the neighborhood are a dignified
brown or other dark color. The lightcolored doorway strikes a discordant note
against which the neighbors protest. The
legal status of the off ending dooIWay is
being investigated.

By W. P. Davies
A LETTER FROM PHIL POPPLER
conveys greetings to friends in Grand
Forks. Phil transferred several months
· ago from coast guard td marine corps, .
and he is now stationed at the marine
corps air station at Cherry Point, NortJ]
Carolina. He is awaiting return of papers
giving him flying status in the marine
corps, having completed the necessary
tests.
1
·

*

I

ing the bill and its :background to which
Minister Bevin took exception. He asked
the speaker's permission to call Member
Bevan a liar~ The speaker refused ,to give
permission. Theref ore Minister Bevin did
not call Member Bevan _a liar. .
There are other methods which may be
I
·
employ~d.
suppose somewhat simi1ar
effect might have been reached in congress if one member had bluntly called
another a liar and then had politely withd rawn th
· expression.
·
· e off ens1ve

* * *

*
* NOT A LIT'
"I HAVE NOTED
WITH
tle pride," he writes, "the record of Grand
I HAVE BEEN WONDERING IF IN
Forks and North Dakota in bond pur- the course of the Montgomery Ward case
chases. Good work! Our· recruit platoon, an issue may not be made of the question
about 75 per cent draftees and 60 per wh~ther Mr. Avery ~as carr!ed fro11; his
cent married . men, with family allot- o~f1ce. to the ~treet 11: compliance with a
ments, subscribed 100 per cent for bonds . directive or in obedience to an or~er.
and Red Cross, the first boat outfit to Seems to me th~t should be rather 1mdo so. That harks back to the early days portant.
of the corps when the leathernecks not
* * *
only fought but . paid for their fighting _ J. H. TURNER, FORMER CITY ENequipment, rifles and unifo:t·m s being fur .. gineer, is reminded by the fantastic epinished by the enlistees at Tunn tavern, sode of the jumping ~oal at the Plum
Philadelphia."
Creek school of a solemn article in the
Scientific
American giving mathematical
*
·*
*
PIDL E'NCLOSES A CLIPPING FROM proof that man could never fly. That
a North Carolina paper referring to the was about the time the Wrights made
blossoming of dogwood in that vicinity their first flight. Turner's point is that
and to the tradition about dogwood cur- there is gullibility not only in believing
tent among the people of that vicinity. the impossible but in refusing to believe
They· recognize the blossoming -of dog.. the possible, and that this gullibility is
wood as a harbinger of spring, but also foqnd among the intelligentsia as well
that winter is not quite over. Winter's as among the field-run of people.
final slap occurs, so it is believed, while
*
dogwood is in blossom, hence the term ,
CONTROVERSY OVER THE LOCAapplied to that season, "dogwood winter." tion of the Midni te · Express building re:Adhering to that belief the .North Caro- minds me of the time when all the terrilinians never set tender plants in the .tory from the river across the present
open until . the dogwood is tfirough blos- Great Northern service track was a lum1mming.
ber yard. I wonder how many present
residents of Grand Forks remember that.
*
TRADITION IS METICULOUSLY OB- The Walker sawmill was on the river
served in the· British parliament. The bank and the present Great Northern
other day Cabinet Minister Bevin and service track was the main line north.
Member Bevan locked horns over certain The space between was filled with great
labor legislation introduced by the min-, piles of lumber. There was also, someister. Labor Member Bevan objected vig- what later, the Chisholm sash and door
orously to some of the provisions of the factory near where ~the Flaat' warehous~e s
bill and made certain statements .concern- now stand.

* * .

* *.

By W. p. Davies

lower import · ·duties on inter-imperial
trade than those levied on similar imports from other countries. Each dominion has its own tariff system and levies
such duties on imports from whatever
source. But under the preference plan,
Great Britain or Canada, charges a lower rate on goods received from a member
of the commonwealth than on similar
· imports from a country outside the imperial group.

THERE IS +N PROGRESS IN LONdon a conference of British empire premiers, that is, of premiers of the several
self-governing units of what is sometimes
described as the British commonwealth
of nations. In attendance are the premiers
of Great Britain, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa. The purpose
is to consider matters of common interest growing out of the war and to reach
a common basis of understanding with
PRIME MINISTER CHURCHILL HAS
respect to each of them so that Britain made clear his intention to work for reand the dominions may be united in their tention of this imperial preference in
approach to the problems of peace.
whatever trade arrangements are made
*
for the future. Some of the dominion~ are
THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN understood to be in favor of the plan,
Britain and the dominions has few paral- while Canada, if not opposed, is by no.
lels in history even of approximate na- means enthusiastic for it. Churchill's inture, and none similar in origin or ap- sistence on retention of the plan is in
proaching it in scope. Each of the do- many quarters considered unfortunate,
minions began its existence as a colony, and apparently with good reason.
governed directly from London under au* * *
I
thority of the British parliament. As the
IN THE ATLANTIC CHARTER REcolony grew in population it was granted cognition is given to the importance of
certain rights of self government. Little facilitating trade among all the peoples
by little those rights were expanded, but of the world. That does not mean, and
the British parliament remained the su- could not reasonably be supposed to mean
preme authority over the affairs of the that no nation shall levy duties on imcoloni~s for many years.
ports. But it ought to mean that import
*'
duties are not to be used to build up poWHILE THAT AUTHORITY WAS litical prestige or to favor one nation or
seldom used to overrule the wishes of group. of nations as against another. The
the inhabitants- of the several dominions natural effect of imperial preference is
as expressed through their parliaments, to constitute the membership of the Briits existence was a source of irritation tish commonwealth a world-wide ecoto those who felt that they had reached nomic group existing under more favorthe proper stature for independent exist- able trade conditions than are enjoyed by
ence, and the demand became insistent any other nation or any group of nations
for recognition of the fact that they had likely to ]?e formed. .
come of age. That recognition was given
* * *
about 18 years ago when the British parTHE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
liament passed "a measure specifically re- qre peculiarly affected by such an ar- \
linquishing all control over the domin- rangement, and it seems most probable
ions and constituting each a separate and that in the long run its effect on both wm ·
independent nation, politically · equal in be unfavorable. Existing side by side, and
every respect to Great Britain itself. The keenly competitive though they are in
single political link that remained to hold some fields, Canada and the. United States
the several units together was that Qf are nevertheless complementarr and in
common sovereignty. The king of Great some respects necessary to each other. 1
Britain is also king of each of the domin- Because of that proximity and that nations.
ural relationship Can~cfa has been in
* * . *
some fields the best customer of the
A SUBJECT OF CONSIDERABLE IM- United States, and in some other fields
portance which may or may not be de- the United States has been Canada's best
termined at the present confererice of pre- customer. That relationship ought not to
miers is what is known as imperial pre- be impaired or interrupted by artificial
ference. At a conference held in Ottawa juggling of tariff schedules. Rates should
several years ago it was agreed that in be as low as is consistent with the ecoorder to promote 't rade among the sev- nomic requirements· of each nation and ,
eral members of the commonwealth pre- in fixing them there should be no disterence should be given in the form of crimination as between nations.

* * *

* *

* *

1

By W. P. Davies
THE OTHER DAY WHEN IT SNOWed I was asked several times if I had

ever before seen snow in May. 1\1:y answer w-as "Yes, several times." Actually
most of those wh'o asked had. seen snow
in May, but they had forgotten. It doesn't
snow here. every May, but May snow is
not a great rarity.

* *

* WAS QUITE
ONE MAY·SNOWSTORM
important in the career of R. J. Moore of
Grand Forks, although he doesn't remember it. That ,vas the great storm of
May 20, 1882, and, as I recall, the day
· before and the day ~fter. Bob Moore was
just about to be born, and his parents,
who lived at Drayton, sent post-haste for
the doctor; ~he doctor got lost in the
storm and was delayed for several hours,
but he got through · at last and young
Bob Moore made his · appearance while
the wind blew and the snow drifted outside.
*

*

*

over a site for the Midnite Express building reminds me that after the Chisholm
sash and door factory on North Third
street cease~ ope,r ation the building was
used for some time as a woolen mill and
that the machinery m3:de an awful
racket. I don't remember much about the
racket, but I do remember · the woolen
mill. Tb:e Chisholm building was used as
a woolen mill until the. company erected
its own building at the corner of Third
and University.
1

*

*

*

MY FRIEND, WHO CAN SEE NO
reason for opposing the Express build·
ing on the site selected, puts it this way:
"It happens that . I live out on University avenue. To get · back and forth I
have to cross a railway track and sometimes tnust wait for a switch engine and
a string of cars. On one side is ~he Kedney warehouse and on the other a creamery, with trucks moving a good de·a l of
the time. Nearby are warehouses and
other non-residential buildings. Yet it
doesn't bother me in the least. Yoh people in the southwestern part of the city
have to cross a track and pass the Diamond mill, the new lumber yard, and just
off to one side are several ·commercial
and industrial buildings. Yet you seem to
get along pretty well. I always supposed
that if business is to be carried on in
town, places must .be provided to do it.''

I HAVE WRITT'EN BEFORE OF MY
own experience in that storm, which
caught the surveying crew to which I was
attached in a tent where we were about
to lay out the town site of Sykeston. For
three days we were "housed"· up in a
tent while the ""Zind blew great guns and
the snow \Vas piled in great drifts. We
had no means of heating the tent, and
each fell ow spent a good share of the
time rolled up in his single blanket, ly* * *
ing on the ground. Fortunately, while it
A NEWSPAPER CLIPPING NOW
was stormy outside, it didn't get exereme- several weeks old has an article about the
royal princess Elizabeth of Great Britain
ly cold.
and her eighteenth birthday which she
* * *
THERE IS AT LEAST A CRUMB OF recently celebrated. The writer also
corr1fort for North Dakota in the fact that chats about the royal family in ·general,
Secretary Ickes is in favor of safeguard- and among other things repeats an anec..
ing the use of water for irrigation and dote which I remember seeing many
several other purJX>ses instead of devot- years ago.
ing it exclusively . to navigation. Ickes
The story is that when the present
may be a curmudgeon-he says he is- Duke of \Vindsor was a · small boy he
but when he goes after something he asked his tutor:
"Will everybody be equal in heaven?"
goes after it hard. And he can't see any
The tutor said that was the understandsense in permitting navigation to moning.
opolize all the water that flows.
"Well, I suppose that's all right," said
*
*
*
·A READER WHO HAS BEEN FOL- the young prince, "but great-granny
lowing deyelopments in the controve·r sy (Queen Victoria) won't like it."

•
BY ·W • P• Davies

THE GERMANS ARE' JITTERY, :AS
may well be. They know that an invasion is coming~ and · that preparations
for it have been made·and are being made
on a scale never. equaled in hi~tory. But l
when the blow is to be struck, and at what ,
point or points they do not k:how. They
must be prepared for it evecy day and
night and at every point on the long .
· frontier every foot of which must be d~
fen~ed.
.

,they

LAST WEEJ< .THE METHODIST
general conference in sessi~n i_n Kansas
City received from one of its ·1mportan!
committees, majority and minority reports dealip.g with the subject of _w ar.'
r.the majority report recon1mended reaf...
firmation of the stand taken by the conference of four years ago, which was, in
substance, that of disapproval of war for
any cause. The minority urged reversal
* * *
of this position, and one ., of. its me·mb~rs , THREE HUNDRED YEARS AGO, OR
described the majority report as stating a · little less France under Louis XIV was
"an outright and extreme pacifist posi- expecting invasion.· from Epgla!}d.. And
Uon."
France was subjected to about the same
* * *
kind of jittery influences that are now
- THE TWO REPORTS WERE VIGOR- _trying the nerves of Germany. Invasion
ously debated on the floot· _of the ·, col}· ·_w as ·. considered · certain: It was :known
ference, and . a secret ballot resulted ,· in that elaborate preparations ,for 1t were
adoption of the minority report, thus re- bei1:1g ~ade but _p~ofou~d secrecy was
versing the position taken four years ago. maintained concerning time and place~
~ canvass of the ballots -showed that Daniel Defoe, who is remembered chiefly
both clergy and laity had concurred_ de- for his -"Robinson Crus?e," but who 'Yrote
cisively in the decision to substitu~e !he about many other th~ngs, had ' this to
minority report for that of the maJority. say about the uncertainty and, suspense
'.A part of the resolution as finally adopted to -w hich the French were subjected: _
?
reads: "God himself has a stake in the
* * *
struggle. We repudiate the the·o ry that a
"THEY ARE FORTIFYING AS WELL
state, even ti:ough im~·e rfect. in itself, where you will not come, as. where you
must not fight against intolerable will come. The whole country 1s harassed,
wrongs."
vast expense, intolerable obstructions ,to
,
· * * *
the business of the season; infinite loss
ON THE SAME PAGE OF THE NEWS- both to landlord and tenant is the effect.
paper carrying that conference story is
"And all this while you are in the Isle
an account of assault . and robb~ry. A of Wight . . When you are embarked and
young woman on her way home from sailed, as you approach one place, anothwork in the evening was seized by a thug er is cleared, and they know what to do-.·
who throttled her, threw her to the but while you hover thus about 'em, and
ground and grabbed her purse .. But the they know not where to expect yoti, they
young woman resisted· vigorously, and are in the utmost confusion-and thus
while the robber took to his heels · she you are · influentially upon action; and
was right after him, and her screams really, speaking ·of consequences, I know
brought the police, who arrested the not whether their lying thus at an uncerhoodlum. Being questioned the fellow tainty, .and expecting you they know not
s~id, "The lady fought like a tiger. I nev- where, is not one way as fatal to them as
er expected one like that.'"
your landing will be though you should
* * * .
have all the success you can expect. Then
rr ·SEEMS TO ME THAT THE RES().. you'll possess a part of France, now you
lution just adopted by the repre-sentative perplex the whole."
body of the Methodist church just about
* * *
amounts to a declaration that the state
THAT INVASION CA1\1E OFF QUITE
has the right to do exactly what the lady successfully as planned. Its organizer and
did so effectively-fight like ~ tiger in leader was ·John Churchill, who was eredefense of rights . that ~re violently as.. ated Duke of Marlborough. One of his "
gailed. Congratulations to both the· lady descendants is u.n derstood to -be doing
and the church. .l
·
something about this invasion.
·
~

By W. P. Davies'
WIDELY KNOWN AS HE WAS FOR
his memory of incidents and dates, Judge
Phil McLoughlin was sometimes suspected years ago of consulting records with
respect to ~uch matters so that he could
surprise his friends with the offhand
statement that "57 years ago such and
such a thing happened." But those who
have talked with him at length know that
~is feats of memory were spontaneous
and genuine, for ,he could discuss with
equal · facility matters introduced into
conversation by oth~rs and for which he
could have had no advance notice.

* * *

IN HIS LONG CAREE~ AS JUSTICE
of the peace Judge McLoughlin established an enviable record for the soundness

of his decisions. His rulings in both civil
and criminal matters were subject to review by the superior courts, and many
attorneys who had cases before him have
told of his fairness in court and of the
diligence and accuracy with which he applied the law to the matters before him.

* *

* RECALLING EVENTS
HE ENJOYED
of earlier days a.n d he felt proud of the
fact that so many of his decisions "stood
up" when examined by higher courts,
but his greatest happi_n ess was in being
surrounded by the members of his own
family. There, before death had invaded
the circle, he was truly the patriarch,
glowin.g with pleasure in the presence of
wife, children and grandchildren, with
not a break in the sacred circle.

* *

GENERALLY
APRIL
WEATHER
was good
farm seeding, but less good
for growing. There wasn't warmth in the
soil to start growth, and the first week
of April was even cooler. A fairly large
garden plot ·of which I know was plowed
and harrowed late in April and ·was
then raked smooth -so that weeds might
get started and be destroyed before seeding time. About two weeks later · there
wasn't a weed visible on the entire: plot
and a few seeds just uncler the surface
were just getting ,started. The soil needs
some warm weather.
·
·

for

*

* BOOK OF
THE WRITER OF THE
Revelations had a vision of the great battle in which once for · all the powers of
darkness were overwhelmed by the powers of li.ght. He called if the battle of
:Armageddon, and from time to time the
name has been applied to other conflicts ,
which were believed to be decisive in their
nature. Some of the religious enth'usiasts who followed Cromwell believed that
theirs was the real Armageddon and that
they were commissioned to strike the final blow which would rid the world of
the sovereignty of Satan. When the for.mer World war began it was regarded by
many ,as the final test, and because of
the importance of the issues involved it ,
was often described figuratively as the
battle of Armageddon. At the outset of
that war Rupert Brooke remarked casually, "well, if Armageddon is on I sup- , .
pose one should be there." He went and
did not return.

I

*

*

*

THERE WAS AN ACTUAL BATTLE
cf Armageddon, although the name has
been given several twists meanwhile. One
writer recalls that in the year 1479 B. c.,
King Thothmes III of EgyJ)t led his little
army through the pass of Megiddo and

*

*

ALTHOTJGH W. R. VANDERHOEF
does a lot of gardening he has not done
much with tulips, but he has two or.three
clumps of those flowers which have a
rather special interest for him. Several
years ago he received from some unknown source in Holland a package .containing three or four bulbs of Vanderhoef tulips, presumably named for some
unknown and distant relative of his who
was presumably a tulip fancier. For how
many generations that tulip has · borne
his family name he has no means of
knowing. The tulip is a rather shaggy
double yellow. The present blossoms are
rather small, due probably to the fact
that the bulbs have become crowded and
need separating. For many years Holland
has been the world's great tulip country
and the tulip craze in that country is ~
matter of history. Until the war most of
our tulip bulbs were obtained from Holland, but since then great progress has
been made in growing tulip bulbs in the
United States.

surprised and decisively defeated the SY·
rian host encamped beyond. That battle
became known as the battle of Har-Megidod, (Mount Megiddo) and the name ultimately took on its present form, Armageddon.

*

*

*

l

SOMEBODY HAS SAID THAT CALI·
fornia has two kinds of weather, fine and
unusual. Perhaps that is true of ~ome other states. I have been looking over the
summary of April weather in Grand
Forks as compiled from Univer$ity rec~
ords. The record seems to show that April weather here was both fine and some·
what unusual. Precipitation was recorded
on only four days and the total for · the
month was only .78 inches, which made
the month good for seeding but not so
good for growing. Temperature I should
say was ·somewhat unusual in that except
· for the first two days it dropped below
18 degrees only once and during the last
third of the month it did not go below
the· freezing point, night or day On the
other hand, there were no hot days in
April, the highest temperature reached
being 69 on the 27th

By W. P. Davies
LAST WEDNESDAY WAS OBSERVed as the 75th anniversary of· the comple-

JAMES J. HILL HAD A VISION OF A
road still farther north. He and his ass~ciates acquired ownership at bargain p,rlces of a little road that had started out
·
..
. ~om St. Paul and had been ambitiously
au~ed toward the Pacific, but never got
t~ere. It was extended through the' Red
river valley and then across the .plains
and through the mountains to the Pacific.

tio!l o_f the U~ion Pacific railroad, the last
umt m the. lme of steel that connected
the Atlantic with the Pacific. The Union
Pacific was not strictly a transcontinental
road, as it . extended only from. the Mississippi valley tp the Pacific, while other
roads .carried the traffic from the Atlantic to the Mississippi, but with its connecting lines it bridged the distance be..
* * *
tween the two oceans and served its purSTILL F AR'TIIER NOR'I'H CAME
pose in helping to develop the resources the Canadian Pacific, which, like the·
of the continent.
Union Pacific, was built . largely in re..
*
*
sponse to dewand from the West. The.
THE BUILDING OF THE UNION p A- Canadian dominion was created in 1867.
cific was in part a commercial and in Four years later British Columbia ,became
part a political enterprise. On the part one of its members, one of the conditions i
of the commercial factor was the pros.. of its entrance being the building of. a I
pect of important and increasing traffic railroad to connect it with the East, On
between the two oceans and the need for its own account, the Canadian governaccelerating the movement of population ment did some building, but the work /
into the prairie states. On the political progressed slowly and in British Columside was the urgent demand from Cali- bia there ,was dissatisfaction and· threat'
fornians for rail connection ,vith the East. , of secession. In the emergency the CanaCalifornia had only recently been acquir- dian Pacific Railway Co. was formed,
ed from Mexico. The discovery of gold was made a present of the part of the,
had _caused a stampede from the East. road already built and completed the
But there were obvious difficulties in the rest. Other transcontinental lines, 'still
way of retaining the territory as a part farther north, were bui~t or acquired · by
of the . United States when ,· the two sec- . the Canadian government and were mergtions were separated by many hundreds .. ed into the government-owned Canadian
of miles of mountain · range and of level National system. The Canadian Pacific
plains inhabited only by hostile Indians. remains under private ownership. ·It was
The Californians had demanded rail con- the first truly transcontinental road on·
nectiop and the federal government had the continent.. Its through trains run unpromised. it.
·broken from tidewater to tidewater.

*'

*

*
*
BEFORE THE
RAILROAD·.
WAS
built the intervening space had be·e n trav·ersed for several years by stage·s which
made the over'land trip at the hazard of
weather and impassable roads and of being ambushed by Indians or predatory
whites. Under the most favorable conditions the stages were slow, and to s.peed
up the transit of man · the famous pony
express was organized. For 18 months it
ca!'!ied mail from St. Joseph, . Mo., to '
Sacramento in about six days, subsiding
upon completion of the railroad. It was
an ·e nterprise unique in the history of
transportation and it was successful in
every respect other than financial. It cost
the operators nearly half a million do!tlars.

*

*

*

WHEN THE NORTHERN PACIFIC
railway was projected there were dubious
ones who said that the road could not be
built and that if built it never could be
operated successfully because it was too
:far north; It had difficult going, not because it was too far north, but because
of a great financial panic which suspended the work for some time, sent the original company into bankruptcy and resulted in complete reorganization. But
the road · was built, ·and the idea of its
being too far north has long since been
torgotten.

*

.
'* WRITTEN~
*
MUCH
HAS BEEN
OFTEN
,critically, about the large subsidies 1in
land . or cash given for the .building of
those great .roads. The Union Pacific received a large grant, as did the North·
ern Pacific. The · Canadian Pacific was
given ·$25,~0,000 in money and' 25,000,000
acres of land. 'rhe Great Northern has
often been described as the only "transcontinental" road to be buih without a
land grant. That is only partly true. The
original St. Paul and Pacific was given
a federal land grant, whi~h was taken
over with the uncompleted road by .the
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba,
which was merged into the Great Northern. The land grant did· .n ot extend west
of the Red river, but through· the Red
river valley on the Minnesota side the
railroad owned each alternate section of ·
land fo'.f several miles on each side of its
lines.
,
: *
* *
IN CONNECTION WITH SUBSIDIES
it is to be remembered that to build from
the Mississippi vailey to the West coast
there were to be traversed many miles
. of mountain and plain, some of which
involved costly .building through terri- ·
tory which never can be productive. And
without rail service even the rich agricultural land of the prairie states was prac·
tically valueless.

1

inches since August, or 54.5 per cent, but
by the end of April the shortage was reYEARS AGO WHEN A GRAND duced to 4.14 inches, or 44.3 per cent.
Forks young man· now in the armed
* *
service of the country was a youngster
"THE
STATE
'
OF
NORTH DAKOTA
in grade school, his family had a garden
plot some distance from · home on which as a ·state is better off than we are in
th~re was a large. pa.tell of potatoes. On precipitation. By the end of Jan.uary the
an eventful Saturday the lad was assign- state was short only 1.32 inches ·of preed the monotonous task of hilling those cipitation out of an all-time normal of ·
potatoes, and he departed on that mis- 4.97 inches; ,a 20.95 per cent d~ficit. At
sion. Toward evening the ·boy's father, the same time our Grand Forks deficit
having returned from his work, went was 4.07 inches out of a normal average
over to the garden to see how the work of 7.5 inches, a shortage of 54.3 per cent.
was pro,g ressing. To his surprise he found At the present time the state as a whole
the job almost completed. Just put~ing looks pretty good, although it has a pre.
on the finishing touches were his· son, cipitation shortage of about one-fifth.
the son's chum and the. family cow which Grand Forks looks bad with a deficit of
was hitched to a plow. Th~ resourceful near one-half in eight months."
youth had gathered up enough ropes and
* * *
I HAVE A LE'l'l'ER FROM A GRAF·
straps to make a crude harness, hitched
the animal to a light ·plow borrowed ton reader who· asks that his name not
from a neighbor~ and while he drove the be used · describing a method that he has
cow his companion had steadied the plow. employed to pro_tect tomator plants from
'.An excellent job of hilling had .been done the ravages of cut worms. He writes:
and it had been a lot more fun than doing
* * *
"MERELY WRAP A PIECE OF
it with a hoe. I am wondering what newfangled schemes that young fellow is like· waxed paper around the stem of the plant
so that it will be buried two or three in·
Iy to think up for the army.
ches below the surface and project an
inch or so above and you will not lose a
* * *
DR. J. M. GILLETrE, OF THE UNI- plant. This has a decided advantage over
versity, whose special field is that of so- tin cans, cardboard shields, etc., in that
ciology, checks up on the weather as a it is much more quickly done and elimin•
sort of side line. This is not altogether ates all possibility of leaving a worm inunrelated to his major work, for weather side the shield when it is put on. Last
has considerable influeiace on social conpe year I tried this method on my plants, and
ditions. Dr. Gillette has summarized his it worked 100 per cent."
weather observations for the past winter
* * *
as follows:
THIS PLAN SEEMS TO HAVE DEcided advantages, and I shall ry it on
* * *
"FOR THE FIVE MONTH WINTER some of my plants this year. T ere may
period, November to Maren, past we have be some question of the effect on the
had a surplusage of temperature when plant of closeiy wrapping the stem in
compared with the all-time mean (aver- impervious paper. Tomato plants, except
age) temperature. The surplus was about possibly· well grown potted ones, are US·
3.2 de·g rees per month, or a difference be- ually set with a considerable part of the
tween a five-month mean of 16.9 and 19.8. stems buried in the earth. The habit of
The past winter has been among the nine the plant is to send out side roots from
"warm winters" since 1892-3. But it was the buried part of the stem, which
ninth· in the list, the other eight being 20 strengthens its hold on the soil and facilior more, while the past one was just be- tates feeding. Will wrapping the stems
low 20. The warmest winter was that of check the growth of those side roots? I
1930-31, when the five month mean was shall experiment and see how it works,
almost 25 (24.9) above. That of 1941-2 and thanks for the suggestion.
read 23.0 above. So we are far from hav* * *
ing had the warmest winter.
AN IMPORTANT FEATlTRE OF GAR·
den cultivation was brought out last
* * *
''WE ARE FAR BEHIND OUR OVER week by Wyman Sheppard in his talk to
50 year normal in precipitation. Drouth the Kiwanis club. This is the mistake
conditio-n s beg~n with last August when often made of too deep cultivation of surGrand Forks had 1.07 inches as compared face-feeding plants. The feed roots of towith the all-time mean of ·2.64. Since then matoes, corn and several other plants ex• I
every month until April had a shortage tend in every direction two ,or three in•
from near to over a half of the normal. ches below the surface. If those roots are
By the end of March we were short 4.68 cut or broken in cultivating the plant is
deprived of part of its food. Sheppard
advises cultivation just deep enough to
control weeds and leave a thin mulch of
fine soil on the surface.

,'*

l

!

f H'.AVE Tim
WING LE'1TER
from Jamee E. Tnrner, superintendent of
buildings and grounds of the Grand
Forks public l!IChools, correcting an error
which I made ·
urnn a
ago:

"THE
MILL WAS ON
the northeast comer of ,the same avenue
until it was sold to the Northern Pacific
railway. The building was then moved to
the site now occupied by the Cities Serv·
fee on Co.,
300 b
and used as
a sheet metal wo
t tor some
tfrne and late!:';

* * *

NOT LONG AGO..!MENTIONED FOR.mer Judge L. E. Blrdzell of the North
Dakota supreme court in connection with
the citation of ~e of his decisions by
• l1,Hi&e J.
In a case
litigation. I had lost track of .fudge Bfrd.
zell's present whereabouts, but I now
have this pleasant note about him .from
J,tdge O'Connor:

* *

*
"JUDGE BIRDZELL
JS VICE PRESI·
dent and general counsel of the Bank of
'.America. As you probably know, this is
one of the three largest banks in the
United States with branches all over the
west coast. Judge Blrdzell resigned his
position as general counsel of F. D. I. C.
aeveraJ. yean ago to accept hie present
post which carries a much vreater :remuneration. He has made an en,rlable record
fn this position. His son, Robert, holds the
position of clerk to Assocf4te Justice of
the Supreme Court Stanley Reed. Judge
Bird7.ell heaqguartera. JD
Franelscohe 1eta down to
t1y
and I alwa;ya M
FOLLOWING
Week on ternperatme and
tatlon
for the fine wintl!'r months of the N880Jl
194344, Dr. J.M. Gmette brlnga the aab3eet up to May 1 in the following letter:
* * *
"HERE IS PRECIPrrATION
TO END
of April from Aupat lNI. a nme. month

IN A CHATrY LETrER TO A UNIl · R d
f th
\'ersity friend Lieut. Me vin u er O
e
:United States navy .tells of some of the
things that he has seen between trips
back and forth across the Atlantic. On a
late visit to London he looked over the
register at the Red Cross officers' hotel
and there he rE!cognized the name of Gordon Graham, a former Herald man and
now also a naval lieutenant, but he·· didn't
see Graham himself. In New York he met
his former University roommate, Lieut.
Dale Nordquist, also of the navy, and together they made a brief tour of Harlem,
which he describes as follows:

*

*

*

"THIS PAST SATURDAY EVENING,
Dale and myself started to walk
thl'ough Harlem. We saw black barbers
trimming blackmen's hair; black waitresses waiting on · black soldiers with
their black but brilliantly red Ii psticked
and rouged girl friends. Soon we were
completely in a ne·g ro world. A mounted
Irish cop came along, and we decided to
do the rest of our tour by bus after hearing, barbarians, been here ·three years;
you'll be insulted like 'what yo white
trash looking for, some black gals.' They
will break their necks to get you into a
~ight, and .then it will be you two against
a mob; The matter of being insulted or
getting into a fight didn't particularly
bother us. We knew we could avoid a
:fight, and being insulted would be a mem,orable experience. But it appeared expe·dient to ho,p a bus. Last spring I walked
through Harlem during the day, and remember some pickanninies calling out,
'Ya, Ya, you had to salute him,' after I
returned the salute of a colored soldier.
In the bus, of course, there weTe all types
<>f colored folks. I remember one,little girl
with a high yellow mama doll.

*

* *

"LAST WEEK I SAW 'heaven for cats,'
the New, York fish market. The ship was
tied up"temporariiy at a pier- next to the
Fulton s.treet market where something
like a million pounds of fish are handled
daily. The cats -appeared very. large, and
had a dignity about · them that comes
from years of pro·sperity-in their case
being well fed.
"Friday I saw the light opera, 'The
Merry Widow.' I enjoyed it. Afte_r the
<

show two limousines slid up. Between a
cordon of U. S. army colonels and big
military police privates, the resultant
traffic sto-p page, the Ecuadorian military
mission came forth.

* * *

MELVIN IS TOO YOUNG TO REMEMber "The Merry Widow" when ·it was
first staged and when .s ome of its catchy
tunes were being sung or whistled all
0ver the country, and when the show with
the original cast played in Grand Forks, ·
with Geoirge Dameral, a Grand Forks boy
as the tenor lead. And there are still lots
of people who are incredulous when they
are told that once upon a time Grand
Forks had real drama, lots of it, and the
best there was anywhere. Every once in
a while I publish a partial list of the
plays and musical numbers that we had
here some 40 years ago, and people think
I am spoofing them.
*
ANOTHER G°RAND FORKS MAN
who made good on the stage was Herman
• Wolff. He had an important tenor part in
"The Stu.dent Prince" on Broadway. He
was an unusualy fine singer, a diligent
student, and in every way a fine fellow. I
have completely lost track of him.

* *

*

*

*

THE NEW DRUG PENICILLIN IS
now available to the public in moderate
quantities and at a moderate price, thanks
to the tireless work of scientists who remain unknown to the public and whose
,chief reward is the satisfaction of having
delved a little dee:per into the mysteries
·of nature and of having contributed
something to the welfare of humanity.
The discovery of radium was due to that
kind of unselfish devotion, but because of
the cost of production the cost of radium
was almost prohibitive until the LaBine
brothers discovered those pitchtlende deposits away up on Great Bear lake.

* * *

A FEW YEARS AGO THE SULFA
drugs were too rare and costly for ordinary use. Now, thanks to intelligent research, they are commonplace. So . the
story runs. In thousands of laboratories
all over the world obscure but devoted
men and women are now at work, each
trying to find some crumb of additional
knowledge, and when parts of the work
of those searchers are pieced together
there will come another and another and
another startling discove-r y.
I

ly W. P. Davies
The sudden death of Mr. Davies
marka tll4 fJ(IBBing of hill daily column,
which ha8 been a featvre of this f)IJge
since l ~ ts the Jaat ooZumn he
wrote. It was prepared Thuradaf, aftflf'"°on, when he aZBo wrote 11.ia 'Obafff'vattona," 1011.iell win appear in the Bundo1/ et.U&n.

I SEE WE ARE TO
US
in Grand Forks in July. am in favor of
it. I am always in favor of a circus. I
understand the
«Dthenl circus,
while not
e mammoth Ringllng aggregation, ls well organized, up to
date, and in every way creditable. Whether or not the Ringling organization has an
interest in lt I do not know, but that is
quite probable, as tbe ~ b1111DM9 )las
been pretty tbOl'cillliW'
Iii :recent years and a few large companies
have acquired ownership of many of th
smaller concerns.

'*

*'

THIS HAS WORKED TO THE AD·
vantage alike of the circus people and
the general public. In earlier years there
were innumerable independent shows of
varied financial standing, some well
managed and ~ wblJe
were totter'fbt on "'the.tr
quality of the entertainment given
as greatly as did the financial condition
of the owners. The public had no adequate means of knowing the difference,
and erowds were often attracted by
fluhy paper to unsatisfactory shows
given by decftpit ~ . . . . T ~
the independeilt d!eui' ,iifi-m'
able size can safely be assunitiiJ 1o
to give a good show, while those concems
con1rolled
tion-wide syndicates
have behind t
urces of the
parent organizations
terest of
ttio.se organizations fn m
high
standards of showmansbip all along the

£5

ltne.

* *

*

*

*

Barnum and .Bailey"' elrcus. It bas now
been playing for several weeks in 'Madison Square Garden, New York.

* * *

~~ISAFOR·
Forbvt,if, ·Jailll rd Ayleswo
who, with Lee Norman, also of
Grand Forks, "enlisted" in the circus at
the age of about 16. After several years
of to
'NOnnan returned to Grand
Forks t.o
-on the
eetabllsh·
ed by hls
Aylesworlh stuck
with the sh ,
ean, he has
been auperintende
for the
Rlngllngs, which means that he ls responBible for the design and condition of all
the tents and other paraph
.and
has charge of the army of JQm"
about the grounds.

b......_,

u-..

*

*

*

" ~ HE ~ BEEN OUT OF THE
Lee :

=:

0

'Circus
men whom he . has met on his travele,
with many of whom he worked. He knew
Buffalo Bill when Bill was going strong,
and among bis numerous souvenirs he
has a bOOklet about .Colonel Cody prepared by Major Burke, famous preai
& f o r many yea.rs a member of
•
are
of
_,.
and Denmark.
MA.TOR
1N GRAND
Forks with the Buffalo Bill show a goocl,
many years ago. Poor Bill has been ott
the down grade financially for some
Y"1'B, 81\a he had about struck bottom.
thow ca1Tied bis name and depended on his reputation, he was only an
employe. In spite of his financial mlsfortunes, Bill ~ let his t!OUl'll,e flag, 8114
until the last he was busy with plans forstarting out with another .show of his
own.

P. T. BARNUM IS OFI'EN CONSIDered the oriaiDator of the American circus, but ~ _ . . ....,.. elrcuses on
the road before Barnum went into the
business. DurJng i .
part of his
life, Barnum was a
man and
general promoter of entertainment, and
not a circus man. He made his New York
museum famous; his sponsorship of Jenny Lind was a triumph; and he toured
~~
.
m
Thumb years before he
the -circus business. Sometime in the 1870's he
bought a controlling interest in the John
L. Cole circus and he then began the task
of making it the "Greatest Show on
Earth."

*

J ~ A BAILEY WAS ANO'IHER
clrcus man, and Barnum found
him a lively competitor. Bailey gave wide

.-eat

publicity to the fact that he had the first
baby elephant born in the United States.
Barnum had no baby elephant, and he
wired Bailey an offer of $100,000 for his.
Instead of accepting the offer, Bailey featured it in his advertising, telling the
world what Barnum thought of that in·
fant elephant. Barnum decided that col•
laboration was better than isOlation, and
he opened negoflatlone with Balley for
consolidation of the two shows. That was
effected, and the combination was known
as the Barnum and Balley show.

*

*

* RINGLINGS HAD
MEANWHILE THE
developed their little Wisconsin wagon
9how into a real circus, and for a time
their show and Barnum's sliared publicity
and public favor. Ultimately a consolidation was effected. It has been reported
that one of the conditions stipulated in the
merger was that the name Barnum and
Bailey should be retained. Whether stipulated or not the big show is officially des1 nated as
e "
and

.--------~-------....J
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American Fifth army that worked toward Rome on the opposite side of the
This is the la8t "copy" Mr. Davies
peninsula. It was the French who made
pr<?pared for the HeraZd. It was
the
first break through the Gustav line.
written Thursday evening, hardly 12
In
the
several commands are Canadians,
hours be/ ore his death.
Australians, New Zealanders, Poles,
SEVERAL THINGS ARE SUGGEST· South Africans, East Indians, Italians,
ed' by the progress of the fighting in Yugoslavians, North Africans and a
Italy. One of them is that air power alone large group of American-born Japanese.
d.oes not win a campaign. Prominence has
been given to that fact on many fronts,
'GENERAL ALEXANDER IS IN COM·
and while there is nowhere a disposition plete command of the Italian campaign.
to question the great value of air power, Not only does he direct the operations of
which is conceded to be indispensable in that heterogeneous ground force of many
modern warfare, there have been no re- races, but he has command of all the
petitions of late of the extreme . claims sea and air forces participating in that
, made for air power by some of its encampaign. In the · larger theater of the
thusiastic advocates. Recent operations in West, General Eisenhower commands all
Italy have but given point to facts which the forces, land, sea and air, that are to
already had come to be fairly well recog- participate in the great invasion. Each
nized.
unit has its own head, whether general
*
*
*
or admiral, but it is Eisenhower who is
THE ALLIES HAVE CAPTURED CAS· responsible for the over. all planning.
sino and with it the ruins of the Benedic* * *
tine monastery after more than two
THERE
SEEMS
TO BE SOMETHING
months of effort. The mountain· had been
in
all
this
that
has
a bearing on the dis•
heavily fortified by the Germans in order
cuss
ion
over
possible
unification of conto check the northward advance of the Altrol
over
all
this
nation's
military forces ·
lies, and the monastery was used by
under
the
direction
of
one
secretary of
them as a commanding position from
defense
instead
of
the
present
division
which to observe the movements of the
with
departments
headed
by
secretaries
)
Allied forces and to direct the fire of the
respectively
of
'war
and
of
the
navy.
It
is
German guns. On March 15 that important
position· was subjected to what has been objected to such a change that it would
described as the heaviest attack from the cause the army and the navy to lose
air ever launched on a single target. The their identities, which ought by all means
bombers did their work well. They did to be maintained. But under Eisenhower
all that it was possible for them to do. Yet or Alexander neither army nor navy loses
its identity or its distinctive organization
the Germans held their ground.
In the central Pacific area, Admiral Nim- *
itz
commands both sea and ground forces
THE FINAL CAPTURE OF CASSINO
within
his field of operations, as does
and its mountain was effected by the
General
MacArthur in his own sector.
skillful use of ground troops. Frontal attacks were made after the bombing had This is considered necessary in order to
1ailed. The enemy occupied caverns in bring about the necessary co-ordination.
the mountain from which he could not
* ·* *
be disloged either by gun fire or bombs
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and from which he could pour devastat- the wisdom of creating a single departing fire upon his assailants. That effort, ment, and thinks favorably of reorganizawhich cost many lives, had to be abandon- tion into two departments, one for .the
ed. The enemy position was flanked by a Atlantic and one for the Pacific. He arskillful maneuver, and .the enemy, finding gues quite convincingly that the prob·
his position untenable, had to retire. The lems for _the United States on those two
air force did a magnificent job, but it fronts are quite different in character
was necessary for the ground troops to · and are likely to remain so. Therefore he
do their part before a definite advance thinks well of the plan of havlng a sepcould be made.
arate department for each ocean front..
But there seems to be no good reason
* * *
THE NA.TIONALITY · OF THE AL· why such separate classiflcations could
lied forces in that theater is symbolic of not be set up and efficiently maintained
the unification which has been achieved under a single department of defense, or
by the United Nations in the prosecution whatever it might be called, with capable
of this war. It was the British Eighth officials assigned to the work of organarmy that forced its way up the Adriatic izing on each front in the manner best
side of the Italian peninsula. It was the suited to the requirements of that front.

By W. P. Davies
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